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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH .. 
'I ' FLOJU. ~ .. ~ONES, widow, and \. 
J>ONNA .roNES, MELBA JQNES, 
'llAROLD JONES, LINDA JONES 
; ... d . SHIBLEY_ JONES, minor 
"ebildr,en . of HAROLD lliNOR 
SONES, ,I)eeeased, . , 
Plaintiffs~ . ·' . No. 7688 . 
-· vs.-:-
THE rimp-STRIAL COMMISSION 
'GF. UTAH · 8lld CALIF,ORNIA 
p;AcKING CORPOR.ATIO!i~ ' a ; 
COrpOration, · · · '· 
) . . 
Defendants. 
BRIEF OF fLAINTIFFS 
On· Writ of Review Issued to State Industrial 
. - c~IDIIlission I ; , 
• 
I.' 
~-;· <; 'I' L' E. ThL YnE c._ :r_, ATilERSON, and 
, . . · ,. · DOBBS & DDBBS, . . 
.·. AU~ 2- 1951 · 812 Eccles BuUding, Ogden,~Utah 
. -~ .-____ ............ ----------• Attorneys fo~ Plaitttiffs 
~~~-s;;;eme~~~ ~p,tah ~ . 
:?~bed· the ............ day of J uly,-1951. 
1•, 
. By -~------·····-···-~·-·····-····················· Cierk 
<Ill ' ' ' 
' . . . 
· · By ~--·······-: ...................... l)eplity Clerk 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
FLORA K. JONES, widow, and 
DONNA JO~"'ES, MELBA JONES, 
HAROLD JONES, LINDA JONES 
and SHIRLEY JONES, minor 
children of HAROLD MINOR 
JONES, Deceased, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs.-
THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
OF UTAH and CALIFORNIA 
PACKING CORPORATION, a 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
BRIEF OF PLAINTIFFS 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
No. 7688 
This is a proceeding for review of the action of the 
State Industrial Commission in denying an award to 
Flora K. Jones, the widow, and Donna, Melba, Harold, 
Linda and Shirley Jones, minor children of Harold Minor 
Jones, upon whom the plaintiffs were dependent on July 
3, 1950, the date of his death, which was the result of a 
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coronary occlusion. The fact of dependency, that the 
decedent was, on July 3, 1950, an employee, as a viner 
foreman, of the California Packing Corporation, the real 
party at interest of the defendants, then drawing a wage 
of $55 per week, based on a working day of eight hours 
and five days of employment per week, that the Cali-
fornia Packing Corporation, hereinafter called the Em-
ployer, had on July 3, 1950, more than three employees, 
are matters stipulated by the parties. (Trs. 29-30). The 
only question here involved is whether, upon the evi-
dence taken in that respect, the established facts are 
such that The Industrial Commission, under rules of 
law applicable to the review herein to be had, in denying 
the award, should be held to have acted in such an arbi-
trary and capricious manner, and in such disregard of 
established fact that its decision may be set aside. 
Mr. Jones was a man 39 years of age on July 3, 
1950, whose health apparently had been excellent prior 
to the acute coronary which caused his death. His wife 
(Tr. 42) had never seen him sick before, nor had he 
ever complained of such symptoms as she detailed his 
showing prior to his death. George Garner, a witness for 
the plaintiffs, had known Mr. Jones all of his life and so 
far as the witness knew, he had always been in perfect 
physical condition. The autopsy disclosed a thickening 
of a coronary artery, which might have existed for a 
long period of time, even from birth. ( Tr. 124) 
The decedent (Tr. 145-6) was a full time employee 
of the Employer, his work, except during the pea and 
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i) 
tomato canning season, being that of a mechanic, re-
placing machinery between runs in the Employer's viners 
and canning factories, repairing machinery and putting 
it in shape for use in succeeding seasons, working an 
eight hour day, except during the pea season, when his 
hours ran much longer, as long as 11% hours on June 
30, 1950, 130 hours on the succeeding day, 15¥2 hours 
on July 2nd, and from 2:00a.m. until he became ill on the 
day of his death. (Ex. 1 and 2, Tr. 42-55-56) the times 
given being shown by his time card, but his actual time 
spent being somewhat longer. His hours of labor ex-
ceeded the normal eight hours per day during the tomato 
run, but by less than the work hours entailed by the pea 
run. (Tr. 146). 
He had worked in viners, and served as foreman 
in such places prior to 1950, but his task in the 1950 pea 
season was made more difficult by mechanical trouble 
with one of the motors driving the vinery machinery, 
hereafter detailed more fully, and by want of experience 
of his eight man crew, only one of whom, so far as the 
evidence disclosed, had had vinery experience before, 
and that work of a different character. (Tr. 103-4). 
The California Packing Corporation's vinery, at 
Hooper, Utah, where Jones was the foreman at the time 
of his death (Tr. 31) was situate a little less than a city 
block from his home. (Tr. 32). It contained four units of 
pea vining machinery, a large and small motor, some 
scales, was some 90 feet long from North to South, and 
36 feet wide from East to West, and had on the West side 
a small loading platform. The sketch shown at Exhibit 
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No. 3 locates with substantial accuracy the position of 
the motors, viners, scales and loading platform of the 
building and gives the dimensions. The work stations 
of Othello M unn and John R. Miles, as there shown, 
should be reversed. (Tr. 46). 
The building was constructed of corrugated tin or 
ir<:>n, placed without sheathing or other insulation (Tr. 
70) upon the structure's frame. At the time of Mr. Jones' 
last employment there, the metallic siding on the West 
came down near the conveyor belt, whose housing, lo-
cated a little over six feet above the vinery floor, appears 
quite clearly at Exhibits 6 to 8. The West side of the 
viner, as shown at Exhibit 6, had in place on July 3rd 
three sections of siding,. which were removed after that 
date. (Tr. 72). Additional openings were made after that 
time between what appears to be the two doors on Ex-
hibit No. 9, as well as the opening which can be seen on 
the exhibit in the North wall of the structure. ( Tr. 70). 
Behind and above the viners and motors ran the 
housing for the conveyor belt, extending back into the 
building a considerable distance, (Ex. 5), while on the 
East (Tr. 47-48-69) of the motors stood a shed, shown 
at Exhibit No.4, the man there shown leaning against it 
having his feet on each side of a beam which constituted 
one of the supports of the large motor, while a part of 
the exhaust pipe of the large motor appears above his 
head. 
During the run, both the East and West sides were 
closed off in large part, for a great deal of the time. The 
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boxes of shelled p~'a~ were stacked along the open spaces 
on the vVest side, filling them up to within a few inches 
of the conveyor belt housing; the stacks, three or more 
rows deep, filled up about as quickly as they were trucked 
away through a thirty inch wide passageway left to the 
loading platforn1, (Tr. 54-57-58-66) while empty boxes 
left for filling on that platform helped to shutoff circu-
lation fr01n that side. (Tr. 73). On the East side, farmers 
and others, hauling peas in large trucks, parked them 
end to end, four of them, one to a viner, extending nearly 
the length of the building, with about two feet between 
one truck and the next left. These trucks were loaded 
higher than the openings, so that the farmer had to dig 
down a bit to get under the metal siding, although, as the 
load was pitched into the viners, some space for air to 
enter would occur. Trucks stood outside awaiting their 
turn from early morning hours, (Tr. 71-72-84-85-86). 
The CommiHsioner who viewed the place thought it 
breezy enough, but he saw it on a winter day, with the 
openings made after Jones' death by tearing off parts 
of the metal skin, without boxes of peas, tiers deep, 
stacked up almost to the conveyor belt housing, and when 
no trucks blocked off the openings on the East side. 
In the space between the small motor, and the 
neighboring viner, with the stacks of peas to the West, 
and the tool and gas shed to the East, a few feet from 
the large 1notor, with its 200° temperature, Minor Jones 
spent the greater part of the last 32 hours of his life. 
The little motor, (Tr. 74-100-101) would run a while, 
sputter, and stop. The big motor would turn it over 
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until it too was stopped, (Tr. 148) and the belt to the 
drive shaft from the little motor disconnected. Jones 
then would start to work on the carburetor, squatting 
on his heels, until it seemed adjusted, when he would try 
it out by cranking, bent over against it, and so, adjusting 
cranking, until it started up again. Then, connected up 
to the drive shaft, it would run a little while, sputter, 
stop, and the cycle would be repeated. (Tr. 50-55-61-74-
81-82-88-94-100-101). From two a.m. on July 3rd until 
Jones became ill some time prior to 9 o'clock that morn-
ing, the belt connecting the drive shaft with the little 
motor was off some four hours. (Tr. 81). The big motor 
would not handle a full load on the viners without the 
aid of the booster, or little motor (Tr. 51) and the trucks 
were kept waiting to unload. Franz Fowers (Tr. 94-96) 
was there three hours with his load. 
The erratically acting motor filled the air around 
this space with fumes and smoke. In this gasoline motor 
age, familiarity with the smoke and fumes given off by 
exhausts when gasoline is only partly consumed is a part 
of our common experience. Those fumes were bad on 
July 3rd of last year. A leaky joint, at about the height 
of a man's face (Tr. 93-97) emitted them, (Tr. 76-77-81-
94-128-147) not only when the booster was running, but 
every time it turned over, even if it did not start (Tr. 88). 
Witness Spencer Porter, called by the Employer, in-
spected the motor the night of the 2nd. He testified that 
the blue smoke would come from the oil (Tr. 181) and 
that there would be quite a bit, under the conditions pre-
vailing. He changed the rings on this motor the night 
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after Jones' death (Tr. 182) and the Employer also had 
the gas tank elevated after that event (Tr. 149) which 
corrected the condition. Jones had had the same trouble 
with the motor on the 2nd, and called for help (Tr. 180) 
which resulted in the witness Porte:i: and another person 
going over. He had it on his mind, told his brother-in-
law about it that night. (Tr. 114). 
On the morning of the 3rd, in the period between 
7 :00 a.m. and 8 :30 a.m., or shortly thereafter, when he 
did his last work, he was observed working with the car .. 
buretor and cranking the motor a number of times, some-
times cranking it several times before it would start, 
(Tr. 148-151-154), .working "in smoke floating along 
about as high as my head" (Tr. 125), until he became 
ill and around 8 :45 a.m. laid down near the loading 
• platform. (Tr. 36). 
He told Othello Munn that he had an awful headache, 
and Munn told him "I think you got too much gas." 
George Garner saw him lying outside about 8 :45 a.m., 
was told by Jones that he had a bad pain in the middle 
of his chest, and was sick at his stomach. (Tr. 78). Nor-
ton Bowns had three talks with him while he was lying 
there (Tr. 90-92), between 9:00a.m. and 20 minutes later, 
was told of the stomach sickness, the pain in the chest 
and that he had a headache. "He was a sick man, by the 
paleness of his face-didn't look natural." Sometime 
about 9 :30 o'clock he made his last trip through the viner. 
Mrs. Jones saw him coming down the path, unsteady, 
his head bent. (Tr. 13). He told her he was terribly sick 
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at ~is stomach, h~d a pain in his chest and in his back, 
!tt th~ right side. He was s~eating terribly? and his eyes 
~~ok~d t~rrible. "His shirt was so damp it wet your hand 
t~uching it." He laid down on th~ bed, aft~r ~time his 
fac~ took on a dark color, in half an hour he was dead. 
(~r. 9 to 12). 
testimony of witnesses called by the Emplo);er was 
that Jones had worked for it for some 12 to 15 years, had 
been foreman at another viner (Tr. 173) for three years. 
During the non-operating season, he did repair work 
about the viners and in the warehouse, and during the 
pea season, another seasonal operation, had charge of 
tomato juice canning, (Tr. 174); that his time card (Tr. 
175) for the 1951 operation at the Hooper viner dis-
closed that he had worked 8 hours on June 29th, 110 
hours on June 30th, 131_4 hours on July 1st, (Tr. 176) 
and 151,4 hours on July 2nd, and that his time card was 
punched in at 2 :00 a.m. and out at 10:00 a.m. on July 
3rd. That his duties were to hire and train the crew, to 
see that the viner sheds were working properly, that the 
viners were run at the right speed, and that the peas 
were loaded into the plant as quickly as possible, that 
after July 3rd the Hooper viner had two foremen, one 
coming on in the early part of the day, another later 
(Tr. 177) as they might choose, and that having two fore-
men per viner was the common practice. This witness, 
W. A. Wethers, plant superintendent for California Pack-
ing Corporation, testified that, prior to the start of the 
campaign, a meeting had been held of the Company's 
viner foremen and field agents (Tr. 177) at which it had 
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been discussed that there would be a heavy crop, that 
at "a certain period-there would be a rush of work and 
some long hours, and we advised them to start out and 
arrange for two crews and some help for themselves, 
some relief for himself." At the time of Jones' death, 
the witness said, "The season was just getting started, 
and consequently we were just getting the crew organ-
ized. (Tr. 178). The peak had not come on July 3rd." 
Spencer Porter, in addition to his testimony hereto-
fore referred to, said that Jones told him about seven 
o'clock on the morning of the 3rd (Tr. 182) that the 
booster motor had run about 45 minutes at the start that 
morning, and that he had had trouble with it after that; 
that the rings of the small motor were changed on the 
evening of the 3rd, that a motor being turned over with-
out combustion would pump oil through (Tr. 185) and 
that this motor ran well while cold, but with the gas tank 
on top of the motor, when the gas heated, it would not 
feed through the carburetor, and consequently the engine 
would not run (Tr.186) and would emit smoke and fumes 
from the oil. E. E. Frazier testified that he saw Jones 
about 6 :30 a.m. on July 3rd ( Tr. 188) at the Hooper 
viner, that he was tinkering around the engine, and told 
the witness that it didn't run very long that Inorning be-· 
fore it started to give trouble, while William Glasgow, 
a truck driver for the Employer, testified (Tr. 191 to 
194) that he went to the Hooper viner about 6 :30 a.m. on 
the 3rd for peas, that Jones helped· him for about 30 
minutes unload empty boxes and load with filled _boxes, 
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that the space at the platform was kept open during the 
loading practically all the time, that the rest of the two 
hour period, while the witness was there, Jones was 
working about the motor, that he noticed nothing unusual 
about Mr. Jones while there. 
MEDICAL TESTIMONY 
Three physicians testified in the case, including Dr. 
E. D. Zeman and Dr. J. G. Olson, called by the plaintiffs, 
and Dr. Drew Peterson, called by the the Employer. All 
were qualified by stipulation as to their general qualifi-
cations. Dr Zeman was qualified as a specialist in the 
pathology of heart ailments (Tr. 116), and as the autop-
sist in this case (Tr. 116), Dr. J. G. Olson, as a practi-
cioner half or more of whose practice had to do with 
diseases of the heart, (Tr. 157) and who was familiar 
with the literature of the heart ailments. (Tr. 167-169). 
These witnesses were asked a hypothetical question, (Tr. 
116 to 122; 132 to 134) embracing the matters in evidence 
as to decedent and the facts surrounding his illness and 
death; including, particularly, Jones' previous good con-
dition of health; his prolonged hours of labor with little 
sleep over the period immediately prior to his death; 
his position as foreman and the responsibilities it en-
tailed, the continuous trouble with the little motor and 
its consequent effect upon operations of the viner; the 
nature ef the work done on the motor, the squatting or 
stooped over position it entailed, the emission of fumes 
into the working space, and the heated condition there 
existing, the enclosure of the motor space as detailed 
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1n the evidence heretofore set out, and general detail 
frmn that evidence as to his becoming ill, nauseated, with 
headache, pain in chest and right shoulder, and death 
shortly subsequent to onset of the sickness from coronary 
occlusion. 
Dr. Zeman testified (Tr. 122) that he saw a casual 
connection between the factors stated in the hypothetical 
question and the coronary occlusion. He considered the 
fatigue occasioned by the long hours of work, combined 
with the short hours of rest, and the apparent emotional 
distress, "that is, inability to do the job" (Tr. 122) as the 
important factors, and said he did not believe any single 
factor responsible for the accumulation of the condition, 
that he thought the immediate effort, added to the pre-
vious effort, were the conditions existing sufficient to 
cause the coronary (Tr. 132-3); but that fatigue alone 
would be sufficient (Tr. 127) to bring on the occlusion, 
that it might bring on a sludging of the blood, (Tr. 129) 
and cause lodgment of a clot, and consequent occlusion, 
there being a tendency to such a sludging when there was 
a lack of oxygen supply to the heart (Tr. 129) and that, 
in this case, as stated in the autopsy report, (Tr. 8 ;144) 
he found anoxia or anoxemia, a want of oxygen in the 
blood supply to the heart (Tr. 142) to be present. He 
testified that just such a condition as to formation of a 
clot was found by his autopsy (Tr. 3-129) where under 
the heading "Cardiovascular System" he notes the com-
plete closing of the main part of the descending branch 
of the left coronary artery by clotted blood, which he 
says '"is undoubtedly the mechanism of death." There 
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was shown, the report states, no rupture, no ulceration 
of the arterial plaques, but there was present an excess 
of fluid,-which might be expected, where the cells have 
clotted. 
There was no carbon monoxide in the blood. (Tr. 5). 
The thrombus, or blood clot, (Tr. 6) examined under 
the microscope included fibrin and red blood cells, with 
the marginal portion containing fibrin with poly, plasma 
cells and lymphocytes. Microscope examination, the re-
port says, indicates, "an acute failure superimposed upon 
the chronic sclerotic process of the larger vessels." And, 
finally, the autopsist says (Tr. 8) in his summary: 
"The findings in this body are those of an individual 
in whom a selective, hyperplastic atherosclerosis is pres-
ent in the descending branch of the left coronary artery 
and in whom an occluding thrombus of acute order de-
vefoped in the region of the previous sclerosis thus 
affecting complete obliteration of the blood supply to 
the myocardium of the left ventricle anteriorly, and pro-
ducing death. The associated edema and hyperemia are 
compatible with the acute myocardial failure. Lack of 
evidence of the pink discoloration of cherry-red discolor-
ation of the tissues further eliminates the possibility of 
carbon monoxide as a mechanism in this death. The 
hyperemia present is compatible with anoxia.-
"The relationship of the immediate cause of occlu-
sion is probably on the basis of an anoxia, the mechanism 
of which is the best correlated from the recent clinical 
history or environmental relationship." 
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In this particular ca8e, said Dr. Zeman, (Tr. 141), 
there was so sudden insufficiency of the blood supply, 
that the rlosure of the particular orifice-the coronary 
artery-was so sudden that there was no evidence of 
scarring or destruction of the heart muscle. 
Fatigue was defined by Dr. Zeman in his testimony 
as the end result of any process representing an accumu-
lation of waste, a lack of rest, followed by resumption of 
normal activity. He said it ordinarily resulted in a 
physiological change, (Tr. 133), that during a period of 
fatigue, the blood pressure would rise and there would be 
an overload on the heart (Tr. 130) and that he considered 
the decedent's fatigue as indicated by his previous lack 
of rest, plus his immediate effort, as sufficient to cause 
the coronary. (Tr. 132-3). That doing more work than 
usual would be a factor in building up the strain (Tr. 
126), heat a factor only as it tended to increase the dis-
comfort of the individual, but that heat, with consequent 
increased effort in breathing and perspiring, might be 
an important factor (Tr. 125) that, with the air saturated 
with fumes from the exhaust, the percentage of oxygen 
would go down, which would contribute to a coronary 
and, if such condition continued, would be bound to cause 
some damage, that anoxemia would be produced by re-
placement of the oxygen in the air with carbon dioxide. 
(Tr. 143). Dr. Zeman testified that the contemporaneous 
existence of the factors mentioned and the occurrence 
of the coronary, in his opinion, showed them related as 
cause and effect. (Tr. 136). 
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Dr. Olson testified that, in his op1n10n, there was 
a causal connection between the factors stated in the 
hypothetical question and the occurrence of the coro-
nary occlusion, that in his opinion, some of those factors 
were the cause of the occlusion. (Tr. 161). He based that 
opinion upon the factors that Minor Jones was working 
under stress, due to the responsibility of his position, 
his being tired, the condition being aggravated by the 
heat and fumes and by his work in a squatting position; 
that his heart rate would be increased, and any worry 
or concern over his work would increase the adrenalin 
supply in his blood, that the work over long periods of 
time would require extra exertion for the same work, 
and when coronary thrombosis occurs in people under 
forty years of age, there is "frequently a strong suspi-
cion of an episode of exertion." (Tr. 163). As to fatigue 
or exhaustion, Dr. Olson testified (Tr. 165) that a man 
working in hot weather, for sixteen to eighteen hours, 
with only a few minutes rest before returning to work, 
could not avoid experiencing exhaustion, a factor which 
would be eliminated if the man had sufficient rest be-
tween his work periods. That the effect of the fumes 
inhaled would vary with the extent of inhalation, and that 
he did not consider the inhalation, standing alone, as 
particularly important (Tr. 166) ; that the stress was 
particularly important, due to the fact that it increased 
the metabolism and made greater den1and on the heart, 
the important thing being the effort under the circum-
stances and environment. That, with a man working in 
a stooping or squatting position, (Tr. 170) movement of 
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the diaphragn1 is li1nited, causing less aeration of the 
blood, an important factor in producing anoxemia, and 
that if, when so doing, he was working in an atmosphere 
in which the oxygen supply was reduced, as by fumes 
from a Inotor spitting half-burned gasoline, back-firing 
and that sort of thing, such condition would contribute 
to the possibility of his injury ( Tr. 171), the effect of the 
fumes depending on the extent. 
Dr. Peterson, ( Tr. 194-195) a specialist in internal 
medicine, testified that Inedical literature was full of 
staten1ents that there was a relation between effort and a 
coronary thrombosis and full of statements to the con-
trary and that he could not say dog1natically, or think 
that anyone else could say so, that the f~ctors stated in 
the hypothetical question caused the coronary; that his 
own opinion was there was a possible relationship in 
this particular case ; ( Tr. 195), that he did not know if 
sludging of the blood had any relation to coronary throm-
bosis, or disease, or effort, or exertion; that if he had 
a case history where a man experienced chest pains after 
walking upstairs and had hypertension, he would advise 
him not to overexert (Tr. 199-200), that he would warn 
any man in such a condition against unusual prolonged 
exertion, although he did not think you could be too 
dogmatic and say, "if you exert yourself you would have 
a coronary thrombosis." (Tr. 199). That working long 
hours by itself did not involve strenuous physical exer-
tion, but would tend to add to it with a person worn 
down or exhausted. (Tr. 200). Perhaps long hours, plus 
cranking the motor had something to do with it (Jones' 
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occlusion), although he did not think cranking the motor 
alone sufficiently strenuous effort to cause a coronary. 
(Tr. 204). 
The above, and some discussion of the medical liter-
ature, showing as Dr. Peterson testified, variances be-
tween the writers upon the possibility of exertion ca~sing 
an occlusion, (Tr. 167-8-9; 195-6-7-8; 200-201-2), covers 
the medical testimony. 
SUMMARY OF FACTS 
Summed up, the evidence established, without any 
substantial contradiction, the following: 
1. That Harold Minor Jones died of a coronary oc-
clusion, the onset of which occurred while he was at work 
for the corporate defendant, and had been so working for 
some 60 hours; a work period during which he had only 
the usual foreman's duties of getting. work under way 
for the first 45 minutes, during which the small motor 
operated satisfactorily, and later about half an hour of 
handling empty boxes and boxes filled with peas; the 
rest of the time taken up with work on the defective 
motor, inhaling its fumes, stooping over and squatting, 
with frequent occasion to crank the motor, and with 
the mental and nervous strain incident to trying to keep 
his viner running while farmers, with their truckloads 
of pea vines, jammed up the viner grounds, awaiting 
their turn to unload,-vines it was his responsibilty to see 
were loaded into the plant as quickly as possible. 
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2. That inunediately after his death the Employer 
changed the rings and the fuel system of the booster 
Inotor, put two foremen at the work Jones had been doing 
alone, shortly thereafter substituted a tight exhaust for 
the leaky, defective pipe which had emitted fumes, and 
at some time thereafter removed large areas of siding 
from the building, adding to the air circulation within. 
Such actions savor of admission by the employer that 
:Minor Jones was "worked to death" under the conditions 
prevailing at the Hooper viner. 
3. Three out of three medical men called considered 
the factual conditions surrounding Jones' employment 
on the morning of his death, added to his fatigued con-
dition at the commencement of his work, as having at 
least "something to do with his death" as Dr. Peterson 
put it, and as being the cause of his death, as Drs. Zeman 
and Olson testified. 
DECISION OF COMMISSION 
The decision of the Commission (Tr. 13-4-5) inter-
mingles findings, argument, conclusions, and the judg-
ment. Weeding out the matters which go primarily to the 
Findings of Fact, the Commission, after stating that all 
facts requisite to an award had been stipulated favorably 
to the plaintiffs, except the question of whether the 
coronary occlusion, which caused the death of Minor 
Jones, was the result of an accident arising out of or in 
the course of his employment, recites such matter from 
the undisputed medical testimony as that the tumor or 
blister discovered at the point near the occlusion, filled 
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with fatty molecules, had not ruptured, and was of long 
standing, as was the sclerosis of the artery; that there 
was no break in the intima, and no evidence of carbon 
monoxide poisoning. None of these facts afford ground 
for decision of the case one way or the other. The Com-
mission, however, finds: 
(A) That the Commissioner who viewed the prem-
ises did not believe the movement of the air through the 
building was sufficiently obstructed as to create an un-
healthy condition in the area where the motors were situ-
ate. 
(B) That there was no evidence that carbon dioxide 
gas was a factor. 
(C) That there was no evidence in the case suffi-
cient to justify the finding of a severe emotional upset. 
(D) That the deceased was not subjected to exer-
tion, fatigue or worry "in a degree materially in excess 
of the exertion, etc., to which all individuals in every walk 
<?f life or at home are subjected.-Everybody is almost 
daily subjected to the same forces in substantially the 
same degree. Applicant cited authority in support of 
the exertion theory, but it should be noted that there is 
no evidence of "severe exertion. There is no evidence 
of exertion or fatigue." 
(E) That there was not evidence sufficient to sup-
port a finding that the oxygen content of the air had 
been reduced sufficiently to cause a "sludging of the 
blood, which in turn caused the blocking of the coronary 
artery." 
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STATE~fENT OF POINTS 
Point No. 1 : That the Findings of Fact do not find 
support in evidence taken by the Commission. 
Point No . .2: That the facts in evidence do not sup-
port the Commission's conclusions that Jones' employ-
ment had nothing to do with the occlusion. 
Point "f..T o. 3: That the Commission erred in its 
conclusion that Jones' death was not the result of an 
accident arising out of or in the course of his employ-
ment. 
Point No. 4: That the Commission erred in its 
conclusion that Jones' death was not contributed to by 
any of the conditions or activities of the deceased in con-
nection with his e1nployment, or by any combination of 
them. 
Point No. 5: That the Commission abused its dis-
cretion in entering its decision denying an award to the 
plaintiffs, and that its decision and order were against 
law, and that in reaching such decision, the said Comis-
sion did not regularly pursue its authority. 
PLAINTIFFS' ARGU~fENT 
Point No. 1 : The Findings of Fact are not sup-
ported by the evidence in the record before the Commis-
sion. We submit the following p~rticulars, all material 
to the case, in which the record positively contradicts the 
Findings, grouping them under the same letters which we 
use in setting out the Commission's findings : 
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(A) The opinion of Commissioner Wiesley, not 
adopted in express terms as a finding, but apparently 
intended as such, that the movement of air in the viner 
building on July 3, 1950, was not so obstructed as to 
create an unhealthy condition, is the only eVidence in the 
record that such a condition did not exist. Without re-
peating the evidence, which we have analyzed in detail 
under the Statement of Facts, we say the oral testimony 
shows, without any contradiction, that the place where 
Jones did the work over the booster motor which resulted 
in his death, was hemmed in by stacks three or four deep 
of filled boxes of peas, by the oil or tool shed, by the 
motor area, and by the adjacent viner, circulation over-
head being largely shut off by the housing of the con-
veyor belt, and movement of air from the East being 
prevented the greater part of the time by the truckloads 
of pea vines. The Employer admitted the condition by its 
subsequent conduct. 
There is proof, without contradiction, that heat built 
up in this area, in the vicinity of the large motor operat-
ing at 200° temperature; that oil pumped out of the de-
fective motor ran down the sides of the exhaust pipe, 
burned and gave off fumes "so bad that you had to hold 
your breath when on that side," as the viner attendant 
nearest it said. There is proof,-if any were needed 
of that fact of nature of which. this Court takes judicial 
notice-that such fumes, intermingled in the air, con-
. tained carbon dioxide, ·that with ot without ca:tbon diox:-
ide, presence of the fumes lowered the oxygen content 
of the air which Jones breathed. There is uncontradicted 
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proof that lowering of the oxygen content caused in-. 
creased work on the heart, higher blood pressure, and 
there is proof that such a vascular condition contributed 
to the coronary. 
We submit that the Commissioner may well be 
charged with lack of that constructive imagination re-
quisite to visualize, on a winter day, with the machinery 
removed, the enclosing sides altered, and no obstructions 
about the place, just what the conditions were like the 
preceding July-3rd. 
(B) The Commission found that there was no evi-
dence that carbon dioxide was a factor. There is un-
disputed evidence that the air about the motor was filled 
with fumes, that oil ran down the sides of the defective 
pipe, that the motor, when turned over without igniting, 
would pump out this oil, and that the partially burned 
or heated oil would give off carbon dioxide. But whether 
the proof shows sufficient carbon dioxide alone present 
to be injurious to the man working on that motor is not 
claimed or material. What is material is that the fumes, 
no matter what their content, did contribute to Jones' 
death. 
(C) The Commission found evidence to be wanting 
of a severe emotional upset. There is an entire want 
of evidence that Jones lost his temper, that he shouted 
or raved, or otherwise acted the fool in his struggle 
with the perversity of the inanimate as exemplified 
by the motor trouble and its -effect upon his production 
schedule. The evidence does not seem to indicate that his 
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temperament was one which caused him to relieve his 
feelings by such outbursts. 
It does appear that Mr. Jones, as the foreman, was 
charged with the duty of getting the peas off the trucks 
and into the viner, that with the little motor out of opera-
tion, the big motor would not permit operation of the 
vining machinery at capacity, that the farmer's crops 
on the trucks backed up in the yard, waiting a turn at 
unloading, so that Franz Fowers was there some three 
hours getting rid of his load; that the En1ployer sent 
men over to see how things were going (Tr. 180) that 
Jones complained of the motor trouble to his brother-in-
law on the night of the 2nd. Add to this the natural 
emotion of the man in charge who sees his job going thus 
badly, the exasperation natural to the workman who must 
stand in foul air, in an overheated place, patiently again 
and again going through the routine of adjusting the 
carburetor and cranking the motor, only to have it 
sputter and die in a short time,-to find that does not 
add up to a situation imposing severe emotional strain, 
shows ignoring or want of knowledge of human nature. 
(D) The finding that the deceased was subjected 
to normal worry, fatigue, exertion, such as individuals 
generally are subjected to in their daily lives, at work 
or at home, almost daily, in substantially the same degree 
indicates a complete failure to evaluate the evidence. 
Merely to say that the whole record is replete with 
uncontradicted evidence to the contrary of this finding 
should be enough. At the risk of overtrying the case, 
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may we point out that the evidence disclosed, without 
question, the following departures from the normal: 
Hours of Work: Cmnmencing at 2:00 a.In. or earlier 
on the day of death, following a day when Minor Jones 
worked 15 hours and 15 n1inutes, according to his time 
eard, longer, if the testimony of the witness Elmer 
Potoko (Tr. 43-44) is considered, this long day following 
another of 13 hours and 15 minutes duration, and that 
another of 11 hours and 30 minutes, a total of 40 hours 
work in three days. His normal work week included only 
40 hours-perhaps this Court will take judicial notice 
that imposition upon most employers of time and a half 
pay scales for work of over 40 hours in a week has made 
that the normal work week for employees generally. 
Jones was the sole foreman on the job. The Company 
"normally" used two fore1nen for that job, its witness 
testified, and did so from the time of his death. 
Lack of Sleep: Hot nights, he too hot and too tired 
to sleep, for at least the two nights next prior to his 
death. He tried to sleep, for coolness, on the floor in 
front of his door, but found the floor too hard. He had 
some three or four hours of sleep on the nights of the 
2nd and 3rd, before getting up to go to work at an huur 
when the night's sleep is only well begun for people 
working "normal" lives. 
Exhausting Labor: Both physically and n1entally. 
In this mechanical age, there are not many of mature 
years who do not know the irritating labor of trying to 
get a balky gasoline motor running. Perhaps some mem-
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her of this Court may never have experienced the emo-
tions which arose in the human breast when the Model 
"T" backfired, and quit, and backfired and quit, and 
backfired and quit, and may not know from personal 
experience that cranking such a motor is strenuous exer-
tion. Each physician who testified gave it as his opinion 
that the motor cranking did, or at least might have occa-
sioned the coronary. 
Emotional Content of Work: This has been dis-
cussed under the preceding paragraph (C). To what we 
have there said, we add that for any man, in a position 
making him responsible for results, not to build up a 
high emotional feeling over such a recalcitrant motor, 
under such circumstances, would be unnatural. The 
doctors, themselves somewhat expert in human reactions, 
both indicated certainty that Jones was worked up over 
the situation. But the question here is of the standards 
of everyday work-and there can be no question that 
normal human beings do not do their work under condi-
tions as trying as those imposed on Jones by the motor 
trouble. 
Lastly, on this kind of finding, the Commission says 
that there "is no evidence of severe exertion. There is 
no evidence of exertion or fatigue." There is a plethora 
of evidence as to both exertion and fatigue, already re-
ferred to herein. As to evidence of severe exertion, there 
is testimony, from Dr. Zeman, as well as Dr. Olson, that 
what is severe exertion depends on the state of the in-
dividual, that when exertion is piled on exertion, without 
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adequate rest, the additional exertion, easily sustained 
at the beginning, imposes a severe strain later. It would 
hardly seem that this testimony was needed. One of the 
common experiences of every man, who is forced to 
endure prolonged exertion, is that of the increased effort 
necessary to continue-the long walk which tires to the 
point where the lifting of the foot for another step takes 
effort, and entails self-discipline, is something few men 
have not known. 
The Commission finding here is so far remote from 
reality as to establish the arbitrariness of the decision. 
(E) The Commission then found that there was not 
evidence to establish a finding that oxygen content of the 
air had been reduced sufficiently to cause a "sludging 
of the blood, which in turn caused the blocking of the 
coronary artery." 
But that is just what the autopsy does show, and 
just what the autopsist found. To deny it, is to supplant 
the facts observed by the autopsist, and his trained inter-
pretation of those facts in his testimony, with opinion 
of the fact trier based upon a complete want of evidence. 
The autopsist testified that he found in Jones' vascu-
lar system a condition which indicated anoxia or anox~ 
emia,-words of substantially the same meaning. Not 
only is there a want of evidence in the record that some 
sludging of the blood did not appear; on the contrary, 
Dr. Zeman testified (T. 129) and the autopsy~report 
states that (Tr. 3) a very short distance below the junc-
tion of the heart and main coronary artery, "there is a 
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recent c01nplete occlusion of the lu1nen by clotted blood. 
This accounts for con1plete blocking of the circulation 
through the main portion of the descending branch of 
the left coronary artery and is undoubtedly the mech-
anism of death." The autopsist testified that, where 
anoxemia existed, there was "a tendency to sludging of 
the blood cells that have a tendency to join or sludge 
and with this arrangement, this element of increase of 
blood, (i.e., increased blood pressure due to fatigue, etc., 
as illustrated by his other testimony) there is a possi-
bility of localizing in some particular area, and since the 
heart is a vital organ, it is subject to this very thing, the 
lodgment of a clot, and that may follow." 
The undisputed evidence is that conditions which 
had a tendency to increase blood pressure existed; that 
the condition of the coronary area found by the autopsist 
indicated a shortage in oxygen supply; that where those 
conditions existed, there was apt to be a sludging, or 
joining of the blood cells, which would cause a clot, and 
that a large clot was found, blocking the coronary artery 
and causing death. With such a sequence of proof, a 
geometrician would end his demonstration by saying, 
"Q.E.D." 
Points Nos. 2, 3 and 4: In the first two of the final 
three paragraphs of the decision, the conclusions of the 
Industrial Commission appear in the following language: 
"In conclusion, we :ifoint to the fact that all 
the doctors stated that they attached no signifi-
cance to any of the factors such as exertion, gas, 
fatigue or nervous strain, standing alone, but they 
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did say that it was possible that all the surround-
ing circumstances over a period of two or three 
days might have contributed to the occlusion. This 
theory would charge every employer with every 
occlusion (and other ailments) occurring on the 
premises, during the hours of employment, and 
for that matter with occlusions and other ailments 
which occur off the premises before or after the 
hours of employment if not too remote in point of 
time. 'y e cannot subscribe to that theory. 
""T e find that the coronary occlusion which 
caused the death of Minor Jones was not the re-
sult of an accident arising out of or in the course 
of his employment, nor was it contributed to by 
any of the conditions or activities of the deceased 
in connection with his employment, or by a com-
bination of them, and if the occlusion is deter-
mined to be an accident, we find that the employ-
ment had nothing to do with the occlusion. The 
application is therefore denied." 
The first sentence quoted does not reflect accurately 
the opinion of the medical experts, as we have seen, 
two of whom said positively that fatigue, induced from 
the preceding exertions and long hours, with the addi-
tional exertion required by the labor of July 3rd, was 
the cause of the occlusion, and one said it was possible. 
The quotation, however, does show the attitude of the 
Commission, and accounts, at least in part, for its de-
cision. 
The Commission saw this as a case where the effec-
tive cause of death arose over a two or three day period. 
In one sense this accurately states our theory, but only 
partially. For we think that the evidence establishes 
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(a) ju~t such a peri~d resulting in an advanced state of 
fatigue, (b) the sudden occurrence of the occlusion caus-
ing death, due to stress and strain then being exerted 
and made excessive by the condition of this workman, 
whose strength and powers of resistance had been greatly 
diminished by that fatigue. 
Under the facts established 1n this case, are such 
conclusions permissible upon the record before the Com-
mission~ Extensive search of authorities is not required, 
since this Court, in recent decisions, has established the 
law so firmly that probably no step without the bound-
aries now determined is necessary. The questions such 
a record present are: 
(A) To what extent may this Court go in over-
ruling a decision of the Commission~ 
(B) Granted that in this case the facts are such 
that this Court should determine the findings of the 
Commission to be arbitrary, are they such as to give 
affirmative answers to the questions the Commission 
answers in the negative~ Those questions are: 
1. Was Jones' death contributed to by any of the 
conditions or activities of the deceased in connection with 
his employment or any combination of them~ 
2. Was Jones' death the result of an accident aris-
ing out of or in the course of his employment, as the 
term is used in the Industrial Compensation Laws of 
Utah~ 
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did his emplo~~nent have a compensable relationship with 
the occlusion which caused that death~ 
These questions, which follow the reasoning of the 
Commission, Inay be s.omewhat artificial separations of 
w·hat is in essence one question, but afford convenient 
means of pursuing our argument. 
BINDING EFFECT OF COMMISSION'S DECISION 
It is the unquestioned law in this State that to "war-
rant reversal of the Commission's order denying com-
pensation, the record must disclose such material, sub-
stantial, competent and uncontradicted evidence as to 
justify the conclusion as a matter of law that the Com-
mission acted arbitrarily in finding as it did." Opinion 
by Justice Wolfe in the Robertson case: 
Robertson v. Ind. Comm., 109 Utah 25, 163 
P. 2nd 331. 
The effect of the Commission's decision is that the 
evidence is not sufficient to establish that the death of 
~Iinor Jones arose out of his employment. Denial of an 
award under such circumstances, as this Court has said 
m 
Ostler v. Ind. Comm., 84 Utah 428, 36 P. 2nd 
95. 
"is analogous to a general demurrer to a complaint, in 
that the question is substantially conceding all the un-
contradicted evidence and admissions as established, still 
the facts so conceded and proved, do not entitle the 
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applicant to an award." The Court then pointed out that 
it must be shown that the Commission acted "arbitrarily" 
or "capriciously," and adds: 
"It would seem that the words 'arbitrarily' 
and 'capriciously' are used merely to character-
ize a conclusion, when the conclusion is announced 
with no sufficient evidence to support it, or a con-
clusion contrary to substantial competent evi-
dence." 
In our prior discussion of those statements by the 
Commission, which we view as Findings of Fact, un-
mixed with Conclusions of Law, we believe that, tested 
by the definition of the arbitrary and capricious above 
given, it would seem apparent that the Commission's 
statements fall within the definition, and could only have 
been reached by a disregard of the material, substantial 
and uncontradicted evidence to the contrary. 
It may evidence some slight want of respect for the 
reasoning of that branch of our State government which 
originally passes on industrial compensation cases for 
us to think,-as we do,-that the latter part of the Com-
mission's decision evidences an aversion to those princi-
ples laid down by this Court as governing this class of 
case. But the matter seems manifest. In effect, the 
Commission says : "This theory (speaking of the con-
tention that overwork over a period of time can give rise 
to compensable injuries) would charge the employer 
with every occlusion occuring to an employee, anywhere, 
any time, at work, at play, asleep, so long as it is not 
too remote in time. So we find that this is not an acci-
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dent, und if it is an accident, that it did not arise out of 
the etnplo)~nent, and no n1atter what it is, that nothing 
Jones did, nor any condition surrounding his employ-
nlent, had anything to do with his death-and get around 
that if you can!" We are reminded of the uses to which 
King Canute once put his broom. 
This Court, as we shall show hereafter in this argu-
tnent, has said that just such a theory, as plaintiffs here 
advance, is the law, if the relation of cause and effect 
between conditions of work and exertion or overwork 
shown, and the heart ailment which follows, are estab-
lished. As colmsel can only determine the attitude of 
this Court towards the questions presented by medical 
testimony, by comparison the Court's actions and rulings 
in similar cases, we somewhat hesitantly review briefly 
the evidence on that point. 
Dr. Zeman : On opinion, based on a hypothetical 
question, that the occlusion was the result of overwork, 
under bad conditions preceding it, causing overload on 
the heart, consequent inadequate supply of oxygen to the 
heart muscle, or anoxemia, followed by sudden forma-
tion of an occlusion or clot, which shut off the coronary 
artery, and resulted in death. 
From the Autopsy: That there was hyperemia, 
compatible with anoxia, (or anoxemia), the immediate 
cause of the occlusion probably an anoxia; a large clot 
found, which blocked off the left descending coronary 
artery at a point where it had been narrowed by an ather-
osclerosis of long standing. 
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From the Time Relationship: That the close con-
nection in time between Jones' work and the occlusion, 
confirmed his belief that the two were cause and effect. 
Dr. Olson: Upon the facts stated in the hypotheti-
cal question, the occlusion arose out of the conditions of 
his employment. Particularly where a coronary occlusion 
occurs in people under forty years of age, there is fre-
quently a strong suspicion of an episode of exertion. 
The conditions detailed would put a greater demand on 
the heart, the position in which he worked would cut 
down the movement of the diaphragm and there would 
be less aeration of the blood, an important factor in pro-
ducing anoxemia. 
Dr. Peterson: I don't think I can express a dog-
matic opinion, or that anyone else can express a dog-
matic opinion that the facts mentioned in the hypothetical 
question were or were not the cause of the occlusion. 
"My own opinion is that it is possibly related in this 
particular case." I don't know whether it (blood sludg-
ing) has any relation to coronary thrombosis or disease 
or effort or exertion. I would warn a man with hyper-
tension or a history of coronary trouble against over-
exertion, but I don't think you can be too dogmatic and 
say, "if you exert yourself, you will have coronary throm-
bosis." Perhaps long hours, plus that (cranking the 
motor) 'might have had something to do with it. 
The evidence further brought out as a fact that there 
was a considerable variation of opinion and of results 
of tests reported by various medical writers as to the 
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relationship of exertion and occlusions, that the propor-
tion of those occurring in sleep was about in proportion 
to the number of hours spent in sleep, that some medi-
cal writers supported the belief that exertion was a 
cause, some did not. And that at least one text (Tr. 
202), in connection with observation of young people, 
concluded that those observations showed some relation-
ship between effort and occlusions. 
In the Robertson case (supra) in which this Court 
found that the decision of the Commission denying an 
award, was arbitrary, one medical witness (Dr. Regan) 
testified that strain or overexertion or emotion "can 
have a tendency to cause an occlusion, but research work 
shows that the largest number of coronary occlusions 
comes while people are in bed relax~d." Another, (Dr. 
Oldroyd) testified that if the attack came on suddenly 
while the victim was at work, he would conclude the at-
tack was caused by overexertion, but that it might have 
happened without known cause and while the victim was 
in bed. There was no autopsy which confirmed the con-
ditions, as existing, which the expert would expect to 
arise from overexertion and likely to produce an occlu-
sion, such as was had here. 
The Court set aside the denial of an award upon the 
ground that "there was uncontradicted, competent evi-
dence to show that the exertion did aggravate the pre-
existing heart condition." 
The foundation case upon which rests the present 
structure of law applicable to this class of case is that of 
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Hammond v. Ind. Comm. 84 Utah 67, 34 P. 
2nd 687. 
1n which one physician testified, as do two here, that 
overwork was the cause of the heart condition which 
caused death, and there was testimony, as here, that 
death might occur from coronary occlusion without a 
strain, or an accident, or merely during sleep. Another 
physician said that the strain "might be" a contributing 
cause, going hardly as far as Dr. Peterson, who expres-
sed at least a belief that the conditions here and the oc-
clusion were possibly related. On this medical testi-
mony, this Court said in the Hammond case : 
"But there is no evidence that death occurred 
without a strain or during sleep. To say that the 
death resulted from coronary arterial occlusion 
without a strain or overexertion or independently 
thereof is mere conjecture, and not based on any 
of the facts or circumstances attending the case. 
And let it be noticed that the Commission did 
not find that death was due to such a cause; and, 
if the Commission had so found, the finding would 
rest on mere conjecture." 
In the same case, in discussing proof in cases of 
this character, the Court had said: 
"Nor is it necessary that such consequence 
be shown by direct and or positive testimony. It 
may well be shown by facts and circu1nstances 
which fairly and reasonably point to such result 
and to the exclusion of any contrary result equally 
deductible from the proven facts and circum-
stances. Upon the whole record, the only reason-
able or permissible inference is that the heart 
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collapse was occasioned by the strained efforts 
and exertions exerted by him in the performance 
of his work at the reservoir. -On the whole re-
cord we think no other conclusion is reasonable 
or permissible." 
That last quotation is so applicable to this cause, that 
it might well be repeated in the decisions hereon. This 
Court reversed the Commission. 
The most recent case upon which this Court has 
been required to determine this matter of evidence in 
cases of this character is 
Woodburn v. Ind. Comm., 111 Utah 393, 181 
P. 2nd 209. 
in which Dr. Stranquist thought that the plaintiff's phy-
sical exertion "could" constitute a contributing factor in 
coronary occlusion, as did Drs. Olson and Zeman, while 
Dr. Walker testified positively that there was no casual 
connection between the overexertion and the occlusion, 
and that strenuous exercise does not cause such condi-
tions. Of the three experts who believed in the connection 
between effort and ailment, Dr. Stranquist thought that 
the particular occlusion had that particular cause, Dr. 
Zeman thought there "was a good possibility" that the 
exertion so contributed, and Dr. Olson thought that, in 
that particular case, the physical exercise did not con-
tribute to the occlusion. The Co-mmission, after first 
finding for plaintiff, reversed itself on rehearing, basing 
its position on acceptance of the views of Drs. Walker 
and Olson and certain documentary medical testimony 
presented by the defendants. On appeal, this Court ruled 
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that in the absence of a showing on the whole record, 
that the Commission so disregarded material, substan-
tial, competent, uncontradicted evidence as to justify 
the conclusion that it arbitrarily and capriciously acted 
or ureasonably refused to believe the evidence, the denial 
of an award would not be overturned and, on the evi-
dence of the physicians, as above stated, found that it 
being in conflict, the decision of the Commission must 
stand. 
Certainly, reasoning from these prior decisions of 
the Court, the record here should be governed by the 
Hammond and Robertson cases, and not by the Wood-
burn case. Plaintiffs submit that the proof in this case 
is of a character which fulfills the conditions requisite 
for reversal on review of judgments of the Industrial 
Commission. It is so conclusive that the holding, that 
the conditions surrounding the employment of Harold 
Minor Jones did not cause his death, is arbitrary and dis-
closes an intention not to believe the evidence and so 
should not stand. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO JONES' DEATH FROM 
CONDITIONS OF AND HIS AC'PIVITIES 
IN HIS EMPLOYMENT 
Analysis of all the evidence already analyzed on 
this point need not be und(Jrtaken again. However, there 
is one point to which we have not made particular refer-
ence-the undisputed testimony that conditions which 
prevailed during the day of, and the day preceding Jones' 
death, were not normal conditions of his employment, 
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and imposed upon hin1 Inore than the anticipated exer-
tion. 
The California Packing Corporation did not contem-
plate, at the beginning of its campaign, that any such 
burden of work should fall on the decedent. It had anti-
cipated that there would be a peak, when the pea vines 
came in in quantity, when long hours would be needed 
to clear the viner of the crop before it could spoil. (See 
testimony W. A. Wethers, Tr. 177-8). During that peak, 
it was planned, there would be two crews of men and two 
foremen. On July 3rd, the campaign had just com-
menced, and no such staff had been provided. The diffi-
culty with the little motor completely changed condi-
tions. The big motor, operating alone, would not drive 
the viners at capacity, and as they fell behind, truck-
loads of pea vines piled up in the vinery yard,-Fowers, 
it will be recalled, waited from about 3 :30 a.m. on, for 
three hours to get unloaded. Those vines had to be 
threshed, so the viner crew kept working long past the 
time which the normal handling of the pea crop would 
have required, creating the very same conditions of 
necessary long runs of work which the Company had 
foreseen would require two viner crews during the peak 
season-and two foremen were put on the job immedi-
ately after Jones died. 
The long hours, the consequent fatigue, the heavy 
work, made more onerous by the squatting or bending 
posture in which Jones had to work, the foul air, and 
confined space in which the work was done, the natural 
accumulations of anxiety and .exasperation all these 
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caused-it is sufficient in this case if any, or more, or 
all in combination, brought on the occlusion. The evi-
dence ruled out hemorrhage from rupture, and (Tr. 138) 
also ruled out infection, which has a high incidence in 
cases where people die suddenly. (Tr. 151). It did not 
rule out anoxemia and the testimony is undisputed that 
lack of oxygen supply to the heart muscles from anox-
emia, with consequent cardiac overwork and high pres-
sure against the narrowed lumen of a coronary artery 
causes occlusion. Anoxemia and the narrowed artery 
were here present. It is the only cause of the heart fail-
ure, the acute cardiac myocarditis here present, found 
by the autopsist, even hinted at in the testimony. To find 
that Jones' death was otherwise caused on this record, 
to quote the Hammond case, would be "mere conjecture 
and not based on any of the facts and circumstances at-
tending the case." 
JONES' DEATH WAS ACCIDENTAL 
ANDIS COMPENSABLE 
These two points, interrelated in the Commission's 
decision, are so interrelated under the law that separate 
discussion is impracticable. Death due to cardiac failure, 
contributed to by the conditions and activities of the 
decedent within the course of his employment, constitutes 
an "accident" as the word is used in the Industrial Com-
pensation Law of Utah, 
Hammond v. Ind. Comm. (supra); 
Robertson v. Ind. Comm. (supra); 
Dee Memorial Hospital v. Ind. Comm., 104 
Utah 61, 138 P. 2nd 233. 
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Robertson case by Justice 'y olfe, that there must be some 
definite time, place, or incident which must be singled 
out and established as the time and place of the "acci-
dent". It recognized in the Hammond case that strain, 
causing death, could be shown not only from a single 
act, but also from continuous overexertion. In the Dee 
Hospital case, the prevailing opinion said that the Ham-
mond case treated the injury, not as the result of an acci-
dent, but as the accident itself, and in the case of, 
Handley v. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 106 Utah 
8, 147 P. 2nd 319. 
the Court noted, as Justice Wolfe puts it in his opinion 
in the Robertson case, "that an unexpected and untoward 
result is oftti1nes itself denominated the accident." 
And so defined, this death was accidental. 
Was it compensable~ Perhaps the question should be 
restated, to bring it more closely to bear upon the evident 
position of the Industrial Commission, as shown by its 
decision. What the Commission seems to have sought 
to say is that the period, in which the conditions estab-
lished were at work, is too long, the duration of the effort 
too extended, to fall within the category of the Indus-
trial and compensable accident; that to so find leaves the 
gate too widely open for similar claims, and would impose 
too great a burden upon employers. 
Nevertheless, the Commission's reluctance aside, 
this death was compensable if it arose out of or was con-
nected with his employment. 
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This Court has recognized that the strain or exertion 
which may cause a compensable injury need not be im-
posed upon the workman by some single immense effort 
or strain alone-that overwork may be the result of one 
or a series of acts closely connected, or equally, may be 
the result of a continuous, prolonged, period of exertion 
in excess of the normal, ordinary conditions of employ-
ment. It has gone beyond that, and recognized that the 
overwork or overexertion need not be beyond the normal 
amount imposed by the work being done, if it is beyond 
the capacity of the individual to bear. 
Also: 
"The Hammond and Dee Hospital cases are 
the law in this jurisdiction. They establish that 
where a person, engaged in the duties of his em-
ployment suffers an internal injury from over-
exertion or unusual strain in the performance of 
those duties, resulting disability or death is com-
pensable. An acute heart affliction caused by 
overwork. unusual strain, or overexertion, while 
the employee is acting in the course of his em-
ployment, strictly speaking, is an internal injury, 
but it is nevertheless an accident. Internal injury 
resulting from accident is compensable if it re-
sults in either injury or death." (Justice Mc-
Donough in the Robertson case.) 
"To my mind, the weight of authority and the 
best reasoned cases hold that an accident arises 
out of the employment when the required exertion 
producing the injury is too great for the 1nan 
undertaking the work, whatever the degree of 
exertion or the condition of the man's health, pro-
viding the exertion is the sole or a contributing 
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cause of the injury." (Justice Wade in the Robert-
son case). 
In his dissenting opinion in the same case, Justice 
Larson, while unwilling to go as far as his colleagues on 
this Court, recognized that the element of continued 
exertion was equivalent to intense exertion, saying: 
"Can exertion of the kind and degree usually 
and regularly experienced by the workman in the 
course of his employment produce a coronary oc-
clusion which is compensable? If not, was the ex-
ertion in this so unusual as to duration or in-
tensity that it could produce a coronary occlu-
sion f" 
The medical testimony here was. that prolonged ex-
ertion, with insufficient rest, is the equivalent of in-
tense exertion over a period of lesser duration. 
We are in agreement with the belief of the Industrial 
Commission that the mere fact that death of a man, 
unde-rgoing only the normal amo-unt of exertion, fatigue, 
worry, emotion, etc., to which ''everybody is ahnost daily 
subjected in substantially the same degree" should not 
necessarily be held to be service connected, but the Com,.. 
mission has misconceived the facts on which it rested 
its decision. This was no case of ordinary conditions, 
where nothing appeared, save that the dead man did his 
usual work, under conditions ordinarily borne by him 
without unt()cward result, which ordinary experience 
would not class as hazardous, which were within the nor-
mal demands of everyday work. But common experi-
ence recognizes that situations such as here existed pro-
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duce results such as here happened. Dr. Zmnan testified 
that the interrelation of work done and internal failing 
strengthened his belief that Jones' death was due to or 
contributed to by the conditions of his employment. The 
company evidently felt the same way, as witness the 
changes it made immediately after Jones had died, the 
repair of the motor, th~ tearing out of part of the walls 
of the viner building, the replacement of the leaky ex-
haust, and dividing the work between two foremen. 
The element of time has been recognized as of im-
portance in many cases of this type. Justice Wolfe, dis-
senting, said in the Robertson case: 
"I think it necessary that the connection be-
tween exertion and failing be so connected in tim~ 
as to preclude a likelihood of its not being service 
connected." 
We submit that the conditions here shown, the opera-
tion of those conditions over a period of prolonged dura-
tion, and the accidental death which follows, are so 
connected in time, so clearly indicate the probability of 
the causal connection existing between them, as to meet 
the test of clear and convincing proof. These circum-
stances are not answered by saying that the man might 
have died from a coronary occlusion in his sleep, or while 
doing nothing, or while at home or at play. We repeat 
what was said respecting that contention in the H arn-
rnond case: 
"To say that death resulted from a coronary 
arterial occlusion without a strain or overexertion, 
or independently thereof, is mere conjecture, and 
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not based on any of the facts and circu1nstances 
attending the case." 
Point No. 5: That the Commission abused its dis-
cretion in entering its decision denying an award to the 
plaintiffs, and that its decision and order were against 
law, and that in reaching such decision, the said Com-
mission did not regularly pursue its authority. 
The findings of the Commission, so widely divergent 
from the proof as to establish either want of considera-
tion of the evidence, or a capricious and arbitrary dis-
regard of it, were they correct, might support the con-
clusions and judgment reached. Being so manifestly in-
correct, the conclusions and judgment thereon based 
must fall with them. 
The Commission may consider itself as merely deter-
mining the ultimate fact when it denied that Jones suf-
fered an accident, arising out of the course of his employ-
ment, that the conditions under which he worked did not 
contribute to his ailment, and that if he did suffer an 
accident, it had nothing to do with his work and was not 
compensable. But when a finder of facts sets forth the 
reasoning by which he approaches that ultimate fact, 
and thereby discloses such an unreasonable disregard 
of the evidence as this decision discloses, the validity 
of all results reached must be tested by the steps taken 
to reach them-and cannot be conjectured to have· been 
placed on any higher ground than the steps disclose to 
have been attained. So judged, as we think it must be 
judged, the entire decision of the Commission rests upon 
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an entirely inadequate foundation. We submit that it 
should be reversed, and the conditions being shown here 
by the undisputed evidence being amply sufficient to 
admit of such a disposal of the case, the Court should 
in its decision direct or make the award to which plain-
tiffs are entitled. 
Respectfully submitted, 
CLYDE C. PATTERSON, and 
DOBBS & DOBBS, 
812 Eccles Building, Ogden, Utah 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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